I AM REACHING FOR THE SKY

COOLPIX P900

If you’re keen to capture super-telephoto shots of wildlife or the night sky with details not visible to the naked eye, you’ll want the COOLPIX P900 with its incredible 83x optical zoom. You can react instantly for the ideal shot with rapid AF and a reduced shooting time lag, while Dual Detect Optical VR enhances blur reduction. The vari-angle monitor and built-in electronic viewfinder make flexible composition easy for both stills and Full HD movies, plus images can be shared instantly with built-in Wi-Fi¹ and NFC² support. Built-in GPS/GLONASS/QZSS support pinpoints locations to track travel routes too. With comfortable shooting and outstanding image quality, the COOLPIX P900 helps you bring home the beauty of nature in beautiful detail.
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Ultra-high-power optical zoom
Capture astounding details not visible to the naked eye with the 83x NIKKOR zoom lens — extendable to 166x Dynamic Fine Zoom1 — covering from wide-angle 24mm to 2000mm (35 mm format equivalent).

GPS/GLONASS/QZSS support with POI
Get fast and detailed location information wherever you’re shooting, with GPS/GLONASS/QZSS international satellite systems tracking your route with incredible accuracy.

Recommended accessories

Nikon COOLPIX P900 Specifications

Effective pixels 16.0 million1
Lens NIKKOR lens with 83x optical zoom, 4.3–357 mm (angle of view equivalent to that of 24–2000 mm lens in 35mm [135] format), f/2.8–6.5
Magnification Up to 4x (angle of view equivalent to that of approx. 8000 mm lens in 35mm [135] format)
Focus range2 [W]: Approx. 50 cm (1 ft 8 in.)–∞, [T]: Approx. 5.0 m (16 ft 5 in.)–∞, Macro close-up mode: Approx. 1 cm (0.4 in.)–∞ (wide-angle position)
Monitor 7.5 cm (3 in.), approx. 921k-dot (RGBW), wide viewing angle TFT LCD with anti-reflection coating and 6-level brightness adjustment, vari-angle TFT LCD

Storage media SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card3
ISO sensitivity (Standard output sensitivity)4 ISO 100–1600
Battery life** Approx. 360 shots with EN-EL23
Dimensions (W x H x D) Approx. 139.5 x 103.2 x 137.4 mm excluding projections4
Weight Approx. 899 g (1 lb 15.8 oz) with battery and memory card4

Other features
• 16.0 effective megapixels
• Back-illuminated CMOS image sensor
• Built-in Wi-Fi® and NFC support
• Snap-back zoom button
• 921k-dot electronic viewfinder with eye-sensor
• Full HD movies (1080/60p)
• Time-lapse movie

Note: Full HD refers to this camera’s ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format.
1 Requires installation of the Nikon ‘Wireless Mobile Utility’ application (iOS and Android™ compatible) on your smart device.
2 Near Field Communication (NFC) works with compatible Android™ (Android 4.0 or later) smartphones and tablets. Requires installation of the Nikon ‘Wireless Mobile Utility’ application and image-transfer setting prior to use.
3 Magnification of Dynamic Fine Zoom is calculated from the maximum wide-angle position of optical zoom.
4 Based on CIPA standards, at wide-angle position, subject brightness of LV 10, program auto, single AF.
5 Includes part of translucent mirror and lens, measured in accordance with CIPA standard.
6 The SDXC logo is a registered trademark of SD-3C, LLC in the United States and/or other countries. PictBridge is a trademark. The N-Mark is a trademark or registered trademark of NFC Forum Inc. in the United States and in other countries. “ZENRIN” is a registered trademark of ZENRIN CO., LTD. © 1987-2015 HERE All rights reserved. Wi-Fi® and the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED logo are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. Products and brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Sample images shown in this leaflet are simulated.
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WARNING TO ENSURE CORRECT USAGE, READ MANUALS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR EQUIPMENT. SOME DOCUMENTATION IS SUPPLIED ON CD-ROM ONLY.
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